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A negative answer to the conjecture made by Dyckhoff in [4] is given. A sufficient condition 
under which an extremal epireflective subcategory of TOP is not totally reflective is proved. 
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In [4] Dyckhoff conjectures that all the epireflective subcategories of Top (category 
of topological spaces and continuous functions) or of HAUS (category of topological 
Hausdorff spaces and continuous functions) are totally reflective. The purpose of 
this paper is to give a negative answer to this conjecture and a condition under 
which an extremal epireflective subcategory of TOP is not totally reflective.’ 
We recall the following definition [4]: 
Definition 1. Let 55’ be a reflective subcategory of TOP, and r, : X + rX the reflection 
map. % is said to be totaIIy re$ective if for every open U of rX the restriction 
rXlr;l(U): r%‘;‘( U + u is uniquely %:-extendable. 
Example 2. The full subcategory Ce of TOP, whose objects are the totally separated 
spaces (i.e. the spaces whose quasicomponents are singletons) is extremal epireflec- 
tive in TOP, but it is not totally reflective. 
Proof. % is hereditary, productive and closed under the taking of finer topologies, 
so it is extremal epireflective in TOP (see [7, Theorem 0.4]), and in HAUS, too. Let 
X be a totally separated space which is not O-dimensional. Let A be an open subset 
’ Notations and definitions not explicitly given are from [6] 
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of X which is not the union of clopen subsets of X and j be the inclusion of X - A 
in X. Consider now the push-out in TOP of the following diagram: 
j 
X-A-X 
i I 
x 
Let 
j 
X-A-X 
X -Y 
h2 
be such push-out. Denote by h : Y + X be the only continuous function such that 
hh, = hh2 = id,. Besides, put B = {C : C c A, C clopen in X} and consider x E A - B. 
We have h-‘(x) ={h,(x), h*(x)}. M oreover h-‘(x) is a quasicomponent of Y. For, 
if y E Y-h-‘(x), then h(y) # x and so there is a clopen C in X such that x E C 
and h(y) g C; h-‘(C) is a clopen in Y such that h-‘(x) c h-‘(C) and y & h-‘(C). 
Suppose now, there exists a clopen subset 2 of Y such that, for instance, h,(x) E 2 
and h*(x) & 2. We have that h,‘(Z) - h;‘(Z) is a clopen subset of X contained in 
A since h, j = h,j, and containing the point x: this is absurd, since x r? B, from the 
definition of B. Thus, the epireflection map r: Y + T of Y in %? identifies the two 
points of h-‘(x). Let E: T + X be the continuous function such that h; = h, we have 
that r-*(!?‘(A)) = h-‘(A) is the inverse image of an open set of T throughout the 
epireflection map r, and 11 h-‘(A) is not %‘-extendable since r identifies the two points 
of h-‘(x), while h-‘(A) is the disjoint union of two copies of A and is an object 
of %. 
This example depends on a property of extremal and totally epireflective sub- 
categories of TOP which is not satisfied by the category considered. By means of 
the following proposition and corollary, other examples can be constructed in an 
analogous way. 
Proposition 3. If % is a totally extremal subcategory of TOP contained in HAUS and 
containing the space D2 (i.e. the two point discrete space), then the regular monomorph- 
isms of +2 coincide with the closed embeddings. 
Proof. If % is an epireflective subcategory of TOP whose objects are HausdorlI 
spaces, then each regular monomorphism in %’ is a regular monomorphism in HAUS 
and so it is a closed embedding [6, p. 1041. 
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Conversely, consider a closed embedding j : Y + X in ‘Z. The partial preproduct 
of X on X -j(Y) with fiber Dz, p(X, D2, X-j(Y)), defined by Pasynkov [S, pp. 
169-1701 is the push-out in TOP of the following diagram: 
j 
Y-X 
i I (1) 
X 
Since D, is compact the partial preproduct p(X, D2, X - j( Y)) coincides with the 
partial product P(X, D2, X - j( Y)) [S, p. 1771. But %? is closed under formation of 
partial products with fiber in % [4, Theorem 21 and so, as D2 is in %, we have that 
P(X, Dz, X -j(Y)), that is the push out of (1) in TOP, is in %, too. Moreover the 
push-out of (1) in TOP is in % if and only if j : Y + X is a %-regular monomorphism 
(see [3, Theorem 1.3]), so the closed embedding j: Y + X is a regular monomorphism 
in%. 0 
As a consequence of this proposition we have that, for instance, the category of 
Urysohn spaces and continuous functions is not totally reflective in TOP, since it is 
extremal epireflective in TOP and its regular monomorphisms are not the closed 
embeddings (see [l, p. 122; 91). 
Corollary 4. Let 59 be a full subcategory of HALJS productive and hereditary and let 
9 the full subcategory of TOP containing all the spaces continuously injectable in a 
space of V (i.e. the extremal epire$ective hull of Z). If Ce # 9 and D2 is a space of 8, 
9 is not totally reflective in TOP. 
Proof. Let X be a space of 9 which is not in % and consider the epireflection map 
r : X + X’ of X in %‘, r is a continuous bijection which is not a homeomorphism. 
Let Y be a closed subset of X such that r(Y) is not closed in X’, and denote by j 
the inclusion of Y in X and by j’ the inclusion of r(Y) in X’. j’ is not a regular 
monomorphism in % since r(Y) is not closed in X’; and this fact implies that j is 
not a regular monomorphism in 9. For, if j is a regular monomorphism in 9, there 
is a space C of G? and there are two maps J; g: X + C, such that fj = gj and 
f(x) # g(x) for every x E X - j( Y) [l, Proposition 2.2; 3, Proposition 2.101. By the 
universal property of the epireflection, there are two maps f, g’: X’+ C such that 
f’j’= g’j’ and for each X’E X’- r(X)f’(x’) # g’(x’); so j’ is a %-regular monomorph- 
ism. By Proposition 3, 5?J is not totally reflective since there is a closed embedding 
which is not a regular monomorphism. 0 
Besides the application to the example exposed earlier, this corollary can be 
applied to many other categories; for instance to the category of totally Hausdorff 
spaces which is the extremal epireflective hull of the category of Tychonoff spaces 
or to the extremal epireflective hull of the category of regular Hausdorff spaces. 
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